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creative thinking at aberdeen art gallery
Welcome. This pack has been put together by our experienced learning team to help 
you explore the building and the collection with your pupils. Every artwork tells a 
story, giving an insight into a particular culture, society or time in history. Exploring 
the collection will encourage curiosity, imagination and problem solving. 

About Aberdeen Art Gallery
The opening of Aberdeen Art Gallery on 7 July 1885 
was made possible by financial contributions from local 
businessmen including granite and flour merchants, 
art collectors and civic-minded individuals. The people 
who paid for this building also donated many of the 
older paintings that you see on display today. They were 
philanthropists who wished to give something back to 
the community by establishing a public venue for the 
enjoyment and appreciation of art. 

Before your visit
You may want to begin with a picture of Aberdeen Art 
Gallery and ask your learners to set some questions about 
the gallery and what they might see there.

This will help to de-mystify what an art gallery is, who  
it’s there for and hopefully have them looking forward  
to their visit. 

 

How to use the teacher’s notes
In order to make these notes work for you, we have 
chosen artworks and activities that are age appropriate. 
Primary is divided in to Lower and Upper and Secondary is 
divided in to Junior and Senior phase.

This resource provides you with suggested activities and 
background information on selected artworks. There are 
six themes that will direct you to at least three gallery 
spaces, but you can of course look at more artworks  
along the way.

As these teacher’s notes will be available to download  
from our website, some images of the artworks are 
copyright protected and cannot be included in the pack.

Visit our website at www.aagm.co.uk to see images of  
all the artworks featured in this pack as well as many 
others from the collections of Aberdeen Art Gallery  
and Museums.
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On arrival
Go to the welcome desk and staff there will tell you where 
to store your coats and bags.

They will also point out where the toilets and lifts are.

Our staff will provide you with any equipment you have 
booked in advance of your visit.

If you have booked our Learning Centre to use for a snack 
or lunch, please let our staff know. Eating and drinking in 
the gallery spaces is not allowed.

theme for this pack: portraiture 
A portrait is an artistic representation or likeness of a person which can take many 
forms including painting, sculpture, drawing, photograph or print.

Traditionally a portrait would resemble the subject’s physical appearance and capture 
some elements of their personality or achievements in life. Contemporary artists 
question the nature of identity and may not even show the face of the sitter.

Clues to the social context of a portrait can be found in the sitter’s pose, clothing and 
objects that are in the background.

Around the Gallery
Explain to your learners that they must not touch any of 
the art on display (oily hands can damage artworks) unless 
a label invites them to touch. 

You are welcome to sketch with pencils in the Art Gallery 
but please make sure your learners are creative on their 
paper only, not on any other surfaces!

Please supervise your pupils appropriately at all times and 
ask them to be considerate of other visitors. 

We really hope you enjoy your visit to Aberdeen Art 
Gallery and we welcome any feedback on how to improve 
the experience for others.
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WayfindingGETTING AROUND THE ART GALLERY
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Sculpture CourtSETTLER ACTIVITY

The size and needs of your class may determine how many learners are around an artwork at a time. You may want to 
split your class into smaller groups, with each group starting in a different part of the building. 
When moving between galleries, ask learners to look out for other types of portraiture along the way, this could be in a 
variety of formats such as painting, sculpture, coins, photography, print, digital media etc.

sculpture court
This is a good way to settle into critical 
thinking and allow learners to feel part of 
the gallery space.

Now make your way to  
Gallery 4: Human Presence. 
Ask learners to look out for different examples of 
portraiture as they move through the galleries.

Freeze Frame 
Come together in a circle. Have a look at the space around 
you and think about a type of person that would visit a 
gallery. It could be an artist, an art student, a parent/carer 
with children, a school pupil, a business person, tourist or 
anyone you like.

Think about how you would move, what you are doing and 
what you are looking at.

Silently act out your character and then FREEZE! This 
helps learners to visualise how people interact with the 
space around them. It enables them to consider movement 
and expression as if they are artworks themselves.
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Gallery 4
Human PresenceFEEDBACK LOOP

Kenny Hunter, 2003

Kenny Hunter was born in Edinburgh in 1962. He graduated 
from Glasgow School of Art in 1987 and studied classical 
sculpture at the British School at Athens. Hunter has 
an international reputation and has exhibited work in 
major establishments in both Britain and abroad. His 
work questions stereotypes and introduces a new way of 
looking, through the medium of sculpture. Hunter works 
in a variety of materials including wood, plastic, iron, 
bronze and fibreglass, as they provide a powerful way for 
him to express his views on the morals and politics of 
contemporary popular culture.

Feedback Loop is made from fibreglass, a material 
that Hunter uses in many of his sculptures. It is quite 
lightweight, allowing him to make large-scale sculptures 
with relative ease. It also gives a smooth, uniform finish, 
which suits his cartoon-like style of sculpture. 

This fibreglass sculpture is of a Japanese teenager who 
resembles a Manga cartoon. Hunter drew on a range of 
influences when making this sculpture, including the Statue 
of Liberty and propaganda sculptures of communist states 
such as North Korea. Although she is of Japanese origin, 
we could see a teenager like this in any city in the world. 
Her clothes are inspired by the fashions worn by teenage 
girls in the Harajuku area of Tokyo. Fashions in this area 
change often, so we can date this girl to around 2003. 
Obviously, these are not traditional Japanese clothes, 
and show the influence of Western culture on Japanese 
teenagers. Hunter is interested in showing how cultures 
evolve, change and influence each other, and this  
sculpture does just that.

Activity for Feedback Loop
Before revealing any facts about the sculpture, ask a few 
speculative questions to guide learners into looking closely 
at the artwork. This encourages critical analysis through 
imaginative thinking.

• When do you think this artwork was created? 
5 / 50 / 500 years ago? Why do you think that? What 
clues are there?

• If this girl could talk to us, what do you think she would 
say? What message is she relaying to us?

• Please think about what the sculpture is made of.  
Why do you think the girl is all one colour?

Learners could discuss their thoughts in pairs or small 
groups before feeding back to the whole group. This helps 
to build confidence in sharing ideas.

Head upstairs to Gallery 14: Art of Empowerment  
to see an earlier female portrait.
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Gallery 14
Art of EmpowermentANNE FINLAY 

Dorothy Johnstone, 1920

Dorothy Johnstone was a Scottish artist who excelled in 
painting landscapes and portraits that showed her relaxed 
and informal style. 

Born in Edinburgh in 1892, her father was a landscape 
painter and he encouraged her creativity. At the age of 16 
she entered Edinburgh College of Art (ECA) and showed 
so much potential that, upon graduating, she was given 
the use of a studio at the College. She had her first work 
exhibited at the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA) and became 
a member of staff at ECA.

Johnstone became a regular visitor to Kirkcudbright in 
Galloway in south-west Scotland. She painted there with 
other artists, mainly women, including Jessie M King. They 
became known as the Kirkcudbright School. A few years 
later in 1919, along with Mary Newbery and Cecile Walton, 
she joined the Edinburgh Group which was a collection 
of gifted and progressive artists associated with ECA. 
Johnstone exhibited with both the Edinburgh Group and 
her friend Cecile in the early 1920s. 

Anne Finlay, who is the subject of this painting, was also 
an artist and had become a good friend of Johnstone’s 
when they both attended ECA. She too was a member of 
the Kirkcudbright School and there are many drawings 
and paintings of her among Johnstone’s work. The vibrant 
colour of Anne’s dress, coupled with the intense red 
of the blanket that she is sitting on, draws her reclining 
figure forward from the muted background.  If you look 
closely you can see the pattern on Anne’s dress is made 
up of small red or pink birds. Here is a perfect example of 
a post-war modern woman, with her short hair and bare 
shoulders. However, women were still bound by certain 

legal restrictions, so when Johnstone married fellow artist 
David Sutherland in 1924 she had to give up her beloved 
teaching job at ECA. She continued to exhibit her portraits 
and landscapes at the RSA to which she was elected an 
Associate in 1962.

Activity for Anne Finlay
The Art of Empowerment gallery provides stimulus to 
introduce the study of the suffrage movement. Begin with 
questions relating to the artwork and life at the time.

• How does this woman seem to you on first impression?
• Describe her clothing, pose and hairstyle.
• What is she sitting on? How wealthy do you think she is? 
• What do you think her life was like when she sat for this 

painting? Do you think she had a job?
We can then consider what this suggests about the era and 
the questions it poses:

• Why do you think Johnstone chose to paint Anne 
Finlay?

• What is it about this portrait that suggests a change for 
women?

Through discussion you can introduce key features of the 
suffrage movement and link them to the development of 
an inclusive society.

• What clues to the suffrage movement can we see in the 
painting? Colours, clothing, pose?

Now head to Gallery 18: People and Portraits 
to see more portraits in very different styles.
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Gallery 18
People and PortraitsCIGARETTE BOX

Martin Parr, 2005

Martin Parr is a British documentary photographer and 
photojournalist known for his intimate and sometimes 
satirical look at different social classes. He has been 
criticised for his depiction of the working class, but it 
could also be argued that Parr’s unflinching eye captures 
a truth about society. Parr was born in Epsom, Surrey in 
1952 and his early interest in photography was encouraged 
by his amateur photographer grandfather George Parr. 
He studied photography at Manchester Polytechnic in the 
early 1970s and developed his use of photography within 
the fashion and advertising industries. In 1994 he became 
a full member of Magnum Photographic Corporation and 
Professor of Photography at The University of Wales from 
2004 to 2012. Amongst his vast portfolio, Parr has worked 
on a project documenting an area of the English West 
Midlands known as the Black Country. He has had over 80 
books of his work published.

Parr’s use of amateur film with a ring flash gives very high 
colour saturation, with no use of editing software such 
as Photoshop. A macro lens allows him to get closer and 
capture subjects in their own environment, giving them 
space to expose their lives. Parr’s work often explores 
our relationship with consumerism and Cigarette Box is 
a prime example of this. Originally created for a fashion 
shoot, the print shows a model posing as a street vendor 
holding a board spilling over with bric-a-brac. Parr manages 
to blur the boundaries between art and documentation, as 
the garish colouring makes the objects take on a glamour 
far beyond their intention. 

‘The fundamental thing I’m exploring… is the difference 
between the mythology of the place and the reality of it… I 
make serious photographs disguised as entertainment.’

Activity for Cigarette Box
Form, content, process, mood, context

• How do you think this image was created? Do you think 
the artist used any specific technology?

• What do you think about the scale?
• What do you think is happening in this artwork?
• Have any parts been exaggerated or distorted?  

If so, why?

• What do you think the theme of the work is?
• What words come to mind when looking at this 

artwork?
• Do the things you’ve mentioned contribute to the mood 

of the artwork?
• Where do you think it was made and who for?
• How does the work relate to our time? Does it comment 

on social, political, historical issues?
• Do you think the social comment has a positive or 

negative impact?
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POPE I STUDY AFTER POPE INNOCENT X BY VELÀZQUEZ
Francis Bacon, 1951 

Francis Bacon is one of the most important figurative 
painters of the 20th century. He received no formal 
art training and took up painting after seeing a Picasso 
exhibition in Paris in 1928.  Bacon was born in Dublin to 
English parents and although he was an artistic child his 
talents were not widely recognised until later in his life. 

He approaches his figure compositions and portraits in  
an unusual and sometimes shocking manner. They are 
often blurred, distorted and fragmented figures on 
canvases which have been stretched backwards, torn  
and trampled on. 

Painting images of the head of the Catholic Church 
became an obsession for Bacon for more than 20 years. 
Pope I was the first painting in a series of three, which 
together formed Bacon’s first completed series of popes. 
The artist drew his inspiration from the portrait of Pope 
Innocent X painted in 1650 by the Spanish artist, Diego 
Velàzquez. Bacon never actually saw the original painting in 
Rome, working instead from numerous reproductions of 
the famous image.

The original painting of Pope Innocent X by Velàzquez, 
painted almost 300 years previously, shows the influential 
man in appropriate pomp and power. However, Bacon’s 
version is a far more visceral comment on the Catholic 
Church’s omnipotent presence that, as a homosexual 
growing up in Ireland, Bacon would have keenly felt. He 
shows empathy for his fellow outcasts by depicting the 
Pope as an infirm figure entombed in a vapid background. 
In the foreground, Bacon depicts a curtain falling away to 
expose what he believed was the fallacy of Papal power.

Activity for Pope I- Study after  
Pope Innocent X by Velàzquez 
Ask the learners to spend one minute silently 
looking at the artwork while thinking about why 
Bacon painted a portrait in this manner -– why 
these colours, this pose, those brushstrokes?

After one minute ask the learners to feed back 
their thoughts on the colour palette, pose  
and brushwork.

Then put this (imaginary) problem to them:

There have been complaints about the painting 
and pressure from members of the public to 
have the artwork removed from display and 
stored out of public view. 

Ask learners to discuss this dilemma with the 
person next to them and then feedback reasons 
why the painting should or should not be 
removed from display. 

Gallery 18
People and Portraits
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PORTRAIT OF J.Y.M. SEATED
Frank Auerbach, 1976

Auerbach was born in Berlin, in 1931, of Jewish parentage 
and was sent to England to escape Nazism when he was 
eight years old. His parents died in concentration camps. 
He spent his childhood at a boarding school for Jewish 
refugee children in Kent. He then attended St Martin’s 
School of Art in London from 1948 to 1952 and the Royal 
College of Art from 1952 to 1955. He has used three 
principal models throughout his career: his wife Julia, a 
professional model Juliet Yardley Mills (‘J.Y.M.’) and his 
close friend Estella West (‘E.O.W.’), the model for most of 
his nudes and female heads prior to 1973. 

He painted JYM, first as a life model and then as his friend, 
every week over a period from 1963. Writing about this 
work he said:

‘I can’t foresee the end of my pictures or my drawings. 
I keep on working and trying to do them in the hope 
of finding this result which to me is surprising, more 
surprising than finding an Easter egg as a child. I take one 
picture at a time…doing drawing after drawing and then 
trying to get this bit of a raw, wild, untamed, un-predicted 
fact…down onto canvas.’

Auerbach has been criticised for his thick application of 
paint, but admirers of his work describe his technique 
as exciting. Rarely leaving Britain, he lives and works in 
London and has had the same studio since the 1950s.

Activity for  
Portrait of J.Y.M. Seated 
Pick up a sample of impasto painting at 
the Welcome Desk when you arrive.

Pass the impasto – pass round an 
example of impasto so that learners can 
get an impression of how thickly the paint 
is applied.

Split the learners into smaller groups with 
a few questions to start their discussion:

• What do you notice first about the 
artwork?

• How can you recognise this as a 
portrait?

• What are your thoughts on Auerbach’s 
painting technique?

The learners can either feedback to their 
teacher in their small groups or everyone 
can come together to discuss their 
thoughts.

Gallery 18
People and Portraits
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY
Complete back at school

“I have continued to experiment with a range of media and technologies, 
handling them with control and assurance to create images and objects.  
I can apply my understanding of the properties of media and of techniques  
to specific tasks.”  
EXA 4-02a

Follow-up activity
This will take one period, with the option to develop 
further. Materials needed are: A2 sheet of paper folded 
into quarters or four sheets of A4 paper, fine line or 
coloured pens, tonal pencil or graphite, watercolour or 
block paint with a fine brush. Mirrors (optional).

Arrange learners so that they are either drawing someone 
opposite them or using a mirror to draw themselves.  Give 
each learner a sheet of A2 paper folded into quarters or 
four sheets of A4.  

1. On the first page, create a simple five-minute head and 
shoulders portrait. This could be done using a tonal 
pencil or graphite so that learners can add tone and 
detail. Learners could experiment with poses inspired by 
artworks they saw on the Gallery visit.

2. On the second page, using the opposite hand to draw, 
create a simple five-minute study of one eye. This could 
be done using a fine line or coloured pen, so that marks 
cannot be erased. 

3. On the third page, create a five-minute drawing of either 
a head and shoulders portrait or another feature. This 
could be done using watercolour or block paint with a 
fine brush – the colours do not have to be realistic, so 
that learners can focus on mark-making. Think about 
Francis Bacon’s use of layered lines and striking colours.

4. On the final page, learners can use any combination of 
media they prefer and create a portrait inspired by one 
of the artworks from the tour. It could be mainly tonal 
with one colour like Kenny Hunter’s Feedback Loop, 
or with colour and pattern like Dorothy Johnstone’s 
portrait of Anne Finlay or more abstracted like the work 
of Bacon or Auerbach. They can take longer on this 
portrait.

Learners will now have a sketchbook of portrait 
techniques, which will highlight how artists need to 
practise exploring different media and styles before 
creating a finished portrait.



Feedback Loop, Kenny Hunter, 2003     Artist © Kenny Hunter (2004)     

Anne Finlay, Dorothy Johnstone, 1920     Artist © Permission by Courtesy of: Dr D. A. Sutherland and Lady J. E. Sutherland

Cigarette Box, Martin Parr, 2005      Artist © Martin Parr / Magnum, Courtesy Rocket Gallery (2006)

Pope I - Study after Pope Innocent X by Velazquez, Francis Bacon, 1951     Artist © Estate of Francis Bacon 2004.  All rights reserved, DACS. 

JYM Seated, Frank Auerbach, 1976    Artist © Frank Auerbach (2005) 
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